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method and some simple extensions. Similarity transformations and related topics. Reduction to 
Hessenberg and tridiagonal forms. The QR algorithm. Implementation of the QR algorithm. Use of the 
QR algorithm to calculate eigenvectors. Chapter 5: Eigenvutues and Eigenvectors II. Invariant subspaces. 
Subspace iteration, simultaneous iteration, and the QR algorithm. Uniqueness theorems for H&ssenberg 
form; the Lanczos algorithm. Other algorithms of QR type. Sensitivity of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
The generalized eigenvalue problem. Chapter 6: Other Methods for the Symmetric Eigenvalue Problem. 
The Jacobi method. The slicing nr hisec!icn method. Cuppen’s divide-and-conquer method. Chupter 7: 
The Singular Value Decomposition. Introduction. Computing the SVD. Some basic applications of 
singular values. The SVD and the least-squares problem. Angles and distances between subspaczs. 
Howard Anton, Elementary Linear Algebra (Wiley, New York, 1991) 526 pages 
Chapter I: Systems of Linear Equations and Matrices. Introduction to systems of linear equations. Gaus- 
sian elimination. Homogeneous systems of linear equations. Matrices and matrix operations. Rules of 
matrix arithmetic. Elementary matrices and a method for finding A- ‘. Further results on systems of 
equations and invertibility. Chapter 2: Determinants. The determinant function. Evaluating deter- 
minants by row reduction. Properties of the determinant function. Cofactor expansion; Cramer’s rule. 
Chapter 3: Vectors in 2-Space and 3-Space. Introduction to vectors (geometric). Norm of a vector; vector 
arithmetic. Dot product; projections. Cross product. Lines and planes in 3-space. Chapter 4: Vector 
Spaces. Euclidean n-space. Genera1 vector spaces. Subspaces. Linear independence. Basis and dimen- 
sion. Row space, column space, and nullspace. Rank and nullity. Chapter 5: Inner Product Spaces. Inner 
products. Angle and orthogonality in inner product spaces. Orthonormal bases; Gram-Schmidt process. 
Change of basis; orthogonal matrices. Chapter 6: Eigenvalues, Eigenvectors. Eigenvalues and eigenvec- 
tors. Diagonalization. Orthogonal diagonalization; symmetric matrices. Chapter 7: Linear Transforma- 
tions. Introduction to linear transformations. Kernel and range. Inverse linear transformations. Linear 
transformations from R” to R”‘. Matrices of general linear transformations. Similarity. Chapter 8: Ap- 
piicutions. Application to differential equations. Geometry of linear transformations from R2 to R2. 
Least squares fitting to data. Approximation problems; Fourier series. Quadratic forms. Diagonalizing 
quadratic forms; conic sections. Quadric surfaces. Chapter 9: Introduction to Numerical Methods of 
Linear Algebra. Comparison of procedures for solving linear systems. L&decompositions. The 
Gauss-Seidel and Jacobi methods. Partial pivoting; reduction of roundoff error. Approximating eigen- 
values by the power method. Approximating nondominant eigenvalues; deflation and inverse power 
methods. Chapter 10: Complex Vector Spaces. Complex numbers. Modulus; complex conjugate; divi- 
sion. Polar form; DeMoivre’s theorem. Complex vector spaces. Complex inner product spaces. Unitary, 
normal, and Hermitian matrices. 
Foster Morrison, The Art of Modeling Dynamic Systems: Forecasting for Chaos, 
Randomness, and Determinism (Wiley, New York, 1991) 387 pages 
PART I: INTRODUCTORY SECTION. Chapter 1: Introduction to Dynamics. Basic concepts and definitions. 
The art of modeling. Proofs versus explanations. Selecting specialized texts and courses. Computer 
languages and software selection. Chapter 2: A Brief History of Dynamics and Computing. Dynamics. 
Computing. Applications of dynamics to mcdeling. PART I!: A THUMBNAIL SKETCH OF APPLIED 
MATHEMATICS. Chapter 3: Foundarions and Abstract Entities. Evolution of the foundations of 
mathematics. Sets, rational and rea: numbers. Abstract systems. Chart,. p“ 3: C ;assical Analysis. Calculus. 
Differential and difference equations. Complex numbers and functions. Vectors and matrices. Chapter 
5: Numerical Analysis and Approximation Theory. Finite differences. Numerical integration. Approx- 
